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There is little more terrifying than those who hunt, stalk and snatch their prey under the cloak of darkness. These hunters search not for animals, but for the touch, taste, and empowerment of human flesh. They are cannibals, vampires and monsters, and they walk among us. These serial killers are not mythical beasts with horns and shaggy hair. They are people living among society, going about their day to day activities until nightfall. They are the Dennis Rader's, the fathers, husbands,
church going members of the community. This A-Z encyclopedia of 150 serial killers is the ideal reference book. Included are the most famous true crime serial killers, like Jeffrey Dahmer, John Wayne Gacy, and Richard Ramirez, and not to mention the women who kill, such as Aileen Wuornos and Martha Rendell. There are also lesser known serial killers, covering many countries around the world, so the range is broad. Each of the serial killer files includes information on when and
how they killed the victims, the background of each killer, or the suspects in some cases such as the Zodiac killer, their trials and punishments. For some there are chilling quotes by the killers themselves. The Big Book of Serial Killers is an easy to follow collection of information on the world's most heinous murderers.
"Fans of Mindhunter and true crime podcasts will devour these chilling stories of serial killers from the so-called "surge" or epidemic years of serial murder. With books like Serial Killers, Female Serial Killers, and Sons of Cain, Peter Vronsky has established himself as the foremost expert on the history of serial killers. In this first definitive history of the worst decades of American serial murder, when the number and body count of serial killers exploded, Vronsky tells the stories of the most
notable and unusual serial killings from the 1950s to the early twenty-first century. From Ted Bundy to the Golden State Killer, our fascination with these classic serial killers seems to grow by the day. American Serial Killers gives true crime junkies what they crave, with both perennial "favorites" (Ed Kemper, Jeffrey Dahmer) and many fascinating lesser-known killers such as Melvin Rees, Harvey Glatman and Danny Rolling"-Discusses twelve cold cases in Northeast Ohio involing murders and abductions.
12 Shocking True Crime Stories of America's Worst Serial Killers True Murder Cases included in this volume; Roger Kibbe: Serial strangler who preyed on stranded female motorists along California's I-5 freeway. The Mad Butcher of Kingsbury Run: A still unidentified monster who carried out a series of mutilation murders in Cleveland, Ohio. Jane Toppan: A deeply disturbed nurse with a terrifying ambition - to kill more people than anyone else ever had. Joseph Naso: When 69-year-old
Joseph Naso was arrested for shoplifting, the police had no inkling of what they'd discover about his deadly past. Glennon Engleman: Dentist by day, hitman and murder-for-profit killer by night, Engleman was responsible for at least seven deaths. Dana Sue Gray: The barely believable story of a female psychopath who killed so that she could treat herself to shopping sprees on her victims' credit cards. John Muhammad & Lee Malvo: The Beltway snipers conducted a cross-country killing
spree, ending with a deadly siege of the nation's capital. Ronald Dominique: Known as the Bayou Strangler, Dominique raped and murdered as many as 23 men in Houma, Louisiana. Joseph Paul Franklin: A racially motivated serial killer, Franklin targeted mixed race couples, ruthlessly gunning them down in a cross-country rampage. Gerald Patrick Lewis: Obsessed by the girlfriend who had deserted him, Lewis took his revenge on women who resembled his lost love. Lydia Sherman: A
prolific poisoner who cold-bloodedly murdered husbands and children, claiming at least ten victims. Gary Alan Walker: Traveling serial killer who rampaged across Oklahoma in a spree of rape and murder that left six victims brutally slain. Scroll up to grab a copy of American Monsters Volume 12.
Listverse.com's Epic Book of Mind-Boggling Lists
The Mammoth Book of Tasteless and Outrageous Lists
The Deadly Dozen
12 Disturbing True Crime Stories to Keep You Up All Night
The Deadliest Years 1950-2000
The Ultimate True Crime Case Collection
Ruthless, Twisted Murderers Whose Crimes Chilled the Nation

First published in 2013. Have you written the script for the next box office blockbuster or hit TV show and just need the right agent to sell it? Not sure whether to accept an if-come deal or a script commitment? Debating which manager is the right choice to steer your career? Well, worry no more...How to Manage Your Agent is a fun, friendly guide to the world of literary representation. Enter the inner
sanctums of Hollywood's power-brokers and learn how they influence what pitches get bought, what projects get sold, and which writers get hired. Find tips from top-level executives, agents, managers, producers, and writers to help you maximize your own representation and kick your career into overdrive! You'll learn: How agents prioritize their client list... and ways to guarantee you're at the top; When
to approach new representation... and what you need to capture their interest; Hollywood's secret buying schedule... and how to ensure you're on it; The truth about packaging... where it helps and when it hurts; Which agents are best for you... and where to find them; Advice on acing your first agent meeting... and why so many writers blow it; Managers' tricks for creating buzz... and when to use them
yourself; How to fire your agent... without killing your career; When you don't need representation... and how to succeed without it. The value of good representation is undeniable-especially in a world where agents and managers control which projects (and careers) live or die. How to Manage Your Agent puts you on the inside track to get your work the attention it deserves!
Few criminals provoke the fear, revulsion and fascination of the serial killer. What makes them do it? Were they born that way? How do they elude law enforcement and how do the police track them down? Now, TIME-LIFE explores history’s most famous cases from Ted Bundy and John Wayne Gacey to Son of Sam and Ariel Castro.
A dizzying tale of lust, mystery, and murder—from a beloved Japanese crime fiction author and LGBT icon The Lady Killer leads a double life in Tokyo's shadowy underworld. By day, he is a devoted husband and hard worker; by night, he cruises cabaret bars and nightclubs in search of lonely single women to seduce. But now the hunter is being hunted, and in his wake lies a trail of gruesome murders.
Who is the culprit? The answer lies tangled in a web of clues—and to find it, he must accept that nothing is what it seems. The Lady Killer pulls from author Masako Togawa’s vibrant personal life as a cabaret performer for Tokyo’s gay nightclub scene during the ‘50s and ‘60s. Throughout her writing career, Togawa continued to champion the LGBT community as a queer woman—sealing her reputation as
one of Japan’s most prominent crime fiction authors and LGBT heroines.
The gripping new emotional thriller from the Sunday Times bestselling author of The Ice Cream Girls,My Best Friend's Girl and The Brighton Mermaid. Pieta has a secret Ten years ago, Pieta survived a weekend with a sadistic serial killer. She never told anyone what happened and instead moved on with her life. But now, the man who kidnapped her is hunting down his past victims meaning she may have
to tell her deepest secret to stay alive . . . Jody has a secret Fifteen years ago, policewoman Jody made a terrible mistake that resulted in a serial killer escaping justice. When she discovers journalist Pieta is one of his living victims, Jody realises she has a way to catch him - even if it means endangering Pieta's life. . . Will telling their secrets save or sacrifice each other? 'Gripping ... full of heart and truth'
Caroline Smailes 'I raced through this compelling thriller' Catherine Isaac 'Stunningly tense' Miranda Dickinson 'Honest and raw' Black Girls Book Club
Stories of Violent Criminals
Murder Casebook Volume 1
A serial killer awakes... (Women’s Murder Club 12)
Twelve From Hell
The Encyclopedia of Serial Killers
The Untold Lives of the Women Killed by Jack the Ripper
Unbelievable Facts and Astounding Trivia on Movies, Music, Crime, Celebrities, History, and More
Serial Killer Fanatics - A very unique coloring book has arrived.You have never seen Jeffrey Dahmer, Robert Berdella or Ted Bundy like this.Who said coloring books were exclusively for children?There are monsters hiding in the darkness, and yet for some reason, our curiosity and fascination can't help but attract us to them - our minds wishing to discover their
philosophies and our interest growing as we learn more of them.For many of these murderers, death became more than just a crime: it became an art. An art which they practiced and enjoyed, like the painting of a portrait, or the coloring of a book just like this one.In The Serial Killer Coloring Book we shall provide you with:- 38 of the most famous serial killers
brought to you in a way you've never seen them before.- High-resolution images which will allow you to fill in the smallest details and achieve the most realistic results.- Single-sided pages, with each image given its own page to save you from worrying about the colors bleeding through and damaging your next serial killer's image.- Very accurate symbolism to each
killer, providing context to their atrocious crimes and creepy stories.- The possibility of a fantastic gift for your friends, family and loved ones who love the True Crime genre.So, what are you waiting for? Discover this entirely fresh take on coloring books and tackle anxiety and stress in an incredible new way with The Serial Killer Coloring Book.
Miscast in the media for nearly 130 years, the victims of Jack the Ripper finally get their full stories told in this eye-opening and chilling reminder that life for middle-class women in Victorian London could be full of social pitfalls and peril.
Features lists that cover a broad range of subjects including bizarre births, weird jobs, crazy diets, strange phobias, historical oddities, religious scandals, ridiculous criminal acts, and weird superstitions.
10 Shocking True Crime Stories of America's Worst Serial Killers True Murder Cases included in this volume; Coral Watts: a particularly vicious serial killer who enjoyed slashing, strangling and drowning the helpless young women he targeted for death. Harvey Robinson: once this deadly juvenile serial killer locked on a female target he seldom quit, as one terrified
victim discovered. Albert De Salvo: was De Salvo really the Boston Strangler? Many experts now believe the real killer got away with murder. Angel Resendiz: a deadly illegal alien who rode the rails from Mexico to Canada, dispensing death wherever he stopped. Dean Corll: along with two willing teenaged accomplices, Corll orchestrated the biggest killing spree in
American history. Nannie Doss: a chubby granny with an engaging giggle who sent four husbands, a sibling, two children, two grandchildren and her mother to their graves. Gary Ray Bowles: the houseguest from hell, those who offered this brutal serial killer hospitality, invariably ended up bludgeoned to death. Edmund Kemper: a double murderer at 15, Kemper was
set free, to unleash a reign of terror on the student population of Santa Cruz. Charles Albright: some people collect stamps, some art, others coins. Charles Albright collected eyes. Carl Panzram: the toughest man every to pass through the American penal system, Panzram conducted a decades long killing spree encompassing four continents. Loren Herzog &
Wesley Shermantine: a.k.a. the Speed Freak Killers. Best friends since childhood, these reprobates graduated from bullying to murder while still in their teens. Randy Kraft: a prolific serial killer who tortured and murdered as many as 67 young men, keeping a detailed scorecard of his atrocities.
12 Horrific American Serial Killers
TIME-LIFE The Most Notorious Serial Killers
The Lady Killer
Notes on an Execution
Serial Killer Coloring Book
The Ultimate Coloring Book Showing 43 Adult and 7 Baby US Serial Killers. Find Out Real Crime Scenes, Last Words, and ... Print, For True Crime Fans, +18 Adults Only)
Hunting Humans
FROM EXCITING AUTHOR OF LGBTQIA ROMANCE FICTION JASON WRENCH The holidays are hard enough for widowed NYC detective Frank Schultt without the gifts of a Christmas serial killer and a handsome FBI criminalist. On the first day of Christmas, a serial killer gave to me, twelve holiday murders... A killer is on the loose in New York City during the Christmas holidays and it's up to NYC
Detective Frank Schultt and his partner to figure out who the killer is and put a stop to it. Five years before, during the Christmas season, the widowed detective had found his husband shot dead in a liquor store robbery. He's finally on the mend and trying to get his life and career back on track, but this case might prove too much for his recovery. A mysterious FBI criminalist named Aaron Massey is
assigned to help him solve the crimes, but the witty and attractive profiler raises feelings in Frank that he doesn't know how to handle. Can Aaron help Frank break through his emotional walls fast enough to stop the killings, solve the case and fall in love before Christmas?
A psychologist takes a new look at the crimes and minds of serial killers, argues that they are destined to kill from an early age, and offers remedies to control this serious threat to society
The Ultimate Collection of Serial Killer Trivia for True Crime Fanatics This bloody and completely true trivia collection will horrify and intrigue readers, with answers to questions like “What was John Wayne Gacy’s last meal?”, “Which serial killer was captured because of a bloody footprint left on his victim?", “Who was the FBI agent credited with coining the term 'serial killer'?” and “How was one
mass murderer able to get away with selling his victim’s skeletons to medical students?” Perfect for any murderino, true crime junkie or connoisseur of macabre tales, this fact-packed book quizzes readers on their true crime knowledge and offers fascinating stories of well-known murderers as well as lesser-known, but just as nefarious, killers. You’ll be surprised at how many fascinating tidbits
you’ll learn about the world’s most cold-blooded and dangerous people.
You are about to witness how 12 criminals turned their darkest fantasies into a reality! What does one must have done to earn the nickname the Lonely Hearts Killer or the Giggling Granny? How does an argument with a tenant led to one being turned into ashes? True Crime Storytime Volume 1 will examine these and other horrific crimes and delves deep into the grotesque thinking of the monstrous
individuals who perpetrated them. Learn the psychology behind some of history's more terrifying murderers and explore their motivations -- no matter how sinister! In this spine-chilling read, you will get to enjoy the following true crime stories: Ruth Snyder and Henry Judd Gray: A love so passionate that Ruth and Henry were willing to commit murder -- a scintillating tale of two lovers so captivating
it was turned into a film Henry Moity: Meet the man that changed how people see travel trunks forever -- the "New Orleans Trunk Murders" features two tightly sealed trunks, each containing the carefully butchered and expertly packed corpses of Theresa Moity and her sister Leonide, respectively Nannie Doss: A gruesome murder story that will likely put you off the idea of marriage for good -- proof
that cold-hearted serial killers come in all shapes and sizes, even in the form of a giggling grandma from Tulsa, Oklahoma Paul Pappas: A story that proves the saying "you are dust and to dust you will return" -- within a pile of ashes was a body of a woman who had been missing for four months, now stone-cold dead and rotting because of an argument with her tenant and a complicated web of lies
The Broadway Butterfly Murders: Miss King was on top of the world, now she's six-feet under -- you'll never see sugar daddies the same way again after miss Dot King's body was left cold and her appendages were bent at unnatural angles And so much more! This collection offers the different stories and backgrounds of people who drove themselves to murder. Grab your copy today and find out
what pushed them to kill and how they planned out their crime.
The Serial Killer Cookbook
How and why Women Become Monsters
Serial Killers
The Most Evil Serial Killers of the 1960s
And 12 Other True Stories of Cleveland's Most Intriguing Unsolved Crimes
Cannibal Serial Killers
An Encyclopedia of Modern Serial Killers

NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A TNT ORIGINAL SERIES • “A first-rate tale of crime and punishment that will keep readers guessing until the final pages.”—Entertainment Weekly “Caleb Carr’s rich period thriller takes us back to the moment in history when the modern idea of the serial killer became available to us.”—The Detroit News
When The Alienist was first published in 1994, it was a major phenomenon, spending six months on the New York Times bestseller list, receiving critical acclaim, and selling millions of copies. This modern classic continues to be a touchstone of historical suspense fiction for readers everywhere. The year is 1896. The city is New York.
Newspaper reporter John Schuyler Moore is summoned by his friend Dr. Laszlo Kreizler—a psychologist, or “alienist”—to view the horribly mutilated body of an adolescent boy abandoned on the unfinished Williamsburg Bridge. From there the two embark on a revolutionary effort in criminology: creating a psychological profile of the perpetrator
based on the details of his crimes. Their dangerous quest takes them into the tortured past and twisted mind of a murderer who will kill again before their hunt is over. Fast-paced and riveting, infused with historical detail, The Alienist conjures up Gilded Age New York, with its tenements and mansions, corrupt cops and flamboyant gangsters,
shining opera houses and seamy gin mills. It is an age in which questioning society’s belief that all killers are born, not made, could have unexpected and fatal consequences. Praise for The Alienist “[A] delicious premise . . . Its settings and characterizations are much more sophisticated than the run-of-the-mill thrillers that line the shelves in
bookstores.”—The Washington Post Book World “Mesmerizing.”—Detroit Free Press “The method of the hunt and the disparate team of hunters lift the tale beyond the level of a good thriller—way beyond. . . . A remarkable combination of historical novel and psychological thriller.”—The Buffalo News “Engrossing.”—Newsweek “Gripping,
atmospheric . . . intelligent and entertaining.”—USA Today “A high-spirited, charged-up and unfailingly smart thriller.”—Los Angeles Times “Keeps readers turning pages well past their bedtime.”—San Francisco Chronicle
An examination of the most notorious cases of serial killer cannibalism, from Sawney Bean and Albert Fish to Jeffrey Dahmer and Andrei Chikatilo.
"Provides short biographies of some of history's most infamous serial killers and other murderers, detailing their violent, criminal ways"--Provided by publisher.
Serial KillersThe Top 12 Most Evil Serial Killers to Ever Live and the True Stories of Their CrimesCreatespace Independent Publishing Platform
True Crime Trivia and Disturbingly Delicious Last Meals from Death Row's Most Infamous Killers and Murderers
12 Notorious Serial Killers Caught by Cutting-Edge Forensics
Fascinating Facts and Disturbing Details That Will Freak You the F*ck Out
How to Manage Your Agent
12 Shocking True Crime Cases
The World's 20 Worst Crimes
A Writer’s Guide to Hollywood Representation
Entrepreneurs, farmers, nurses, roofers...Killers. Serial killers are not simple monsters, as many believe. They are human beings just like us; men and women who have made the wrong choices or been turned into ugly creatures by their upbringing. Some seek to cause pain and shock - others just wish to scratch an itch that they have in their mind. All of them bring darkness in their own way. Among them are those that work with accomplices,
others prefer to go alone. It doesn't matter; their victims die all the same. Have you ever wanted to know what lies in a serial killer's mind? Come with us, reader, and you shall find out. Six Bloody Fantasies is a bloody collection of tales, containing the biographies of six serial killers who terrorized the world at one point in recent history, their actions ripping apart the lives of their victims and their families. We strive to give you every single detail,
so do not expect us to be soft on what is about to be described. You must be warned beforehand: You may not sleep again after reading this book...
Examines the lives of twelve notorious serial killers from the past century, the clues they left behind, and the forensic tools used by dedicated investigators to bring them to justice.
Prepare to be even more revolted, flabbergasted, appalled and entertained by this incredible follow-up collection of bizarre but absolutely true trivia. Nothing is too distasteful for this astonishing compendium, including scores of eclectic lists to amuse, astonish and appal your friends. Entries include: 10 Road-kill Recipes History?s 10 Most Murderous Regimes 10 Historic Sex Toys 10 People who Married Their Nieces 10 Deaths by Sex 10 People
Killed by Falling Animals 10 Ancient Remedies Containing Body Parts 10 Flatalogical Facts 8 Most Violent National Anthems 15 Premature Obituaries 10 Unusual Royal Deaths 10 Cruel and Unusual Punishments 10 Notable Executions 12 Elizabethan Insults
The #1 bestselling 12th novel in the Women’s Murder Club series __________________________________ A LETHAL PREDICTION Detective Lindsay Boxer is stunned when an eccentric professor walks into her homicide department to report a murder. The catch is that the murder hasn’t happened yet – but when it does, the professor’s prophecy is correct in every detail. A KILLER’S RESURRECTION Meanwhile, a serial killer wakes from
a two-year coma. He says he’s ready to reveal where the bodies are buried – but Lindsay suspects he has a much more sinister scheme in mind. A DETECTIVE’S NIGHTMARE As Lindsay and the Women's Murder Club investigate, she's soon pushed to breaking point – and she finds herself faced with the possibility of the most devastating loss imaginable. CAN SHE SAVE HER FUTURE?
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12th of Never
True Crime Storytime Volume 1
The Five
1960s - A Decade of Serial Killers
The Serial Killer's Apprentice
America's 12 Worst Serial Killers
True Crime: American Monsters Vol. 12
Jeffrey Dahmer, Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy, The Hillside Strangler . . . serial murderers are the most horrific of all criminals. Kate Kray, whose marriage to gangster Ronnie Kray offered her access to a gruesome underworld few would dare to enter, peers into the minds of the worst killers to reveal the awful truth of their abominable acts. The extreme nature of their violence and their shocking lack of remorse makes for uncomfortable yet fascinating reading.
From obsessive sexual predators and extreme sadists to cannibals and head hunters, each type of psychopath is examined, their crimes told with grim frankness. Kate's connections allow her to ask uncomfortable questions few would dare to ask such men. Offering extraordinary insight into the motivations of violent perpetrators often portrayed as monsters, this book begs the question of whether such individuals can themselves be viewed as victims of a troubled past,
or merely as exponents of pure evil.
"Near an isolated mansion a beautiful garden is discovered with luscious flowers, shady trees...and a collection of 'butterflies'--young women who have been kidnapped and intricately tattooed by the Gardener, a twisted man obsessed with preserving his lovely specimens. When a survivor is questioned, the more she shares, the more agents wonder what she is hiding"-Bring your love of true crime into the kitchen with meals ranging from the bizarre (a single unpitted black olive) to the gluttonous (a dozen deep-fried shrimp, a bucket of fried chicken, French fries, and a pound of strawberries), inspired by Ted Bundy, John Wayne Gacy, and other notorious death row inmates. The perfect gift for murderinos and true crime fans, The Serial Killer Cookbook: Last Meals pairs serial killer trivia with the recipes of the meals these
killers ate during their final hours. With full-color photos, chilling true crime facts, and easy-to-follow steps, you’ll be cooking up killer meals in no time. This collection of recipes is both delicious and surprising, and spans breakfast staples to indulgent desserts, including: Seared Steak, Hash Browns, Toast, and Fried Eggs (given to but not eaten by Ted Bundy, serial killer) Chicken Parmesan and Alfredo Pasta (eaten by Ruth Snyder, murderer) Justice, Equality,
and World Peace (eaten by Odell Barnes, murderer) Mac and Cheese (eaten by Gustavo Julian Garcia, murderer) And much more!
Discover the most wicked serial killers of the 1960s, one of the worst decades of true crime and heinous serial murderers America has ever known. The 1960s was a time of cultural revolution. The music was as intense as the politics and everyone was looking forward to a summer of love. But some troubled souls took a wrong turn on the way to Woodstock and walked down the dark road of the serial killer. This decade was the first in which the term "serial killer"
was used-and the first in which the general public became aware that such homicidal wolves were indeed roving about in their midst. This book follows some of the most notorious serial murder cases of the era. From the Zodiac Killer to the Moor Murders, we take a look at some of the worst serial killers of the 1960s. Inside you will discover 12 true crime case files of the most vile serial killers of the 1960s including: The Case of the Walking Corpse The Measuring
Man The Serial Killer with a Foot Fetish The Moors Murders Poland's Maniac The Pied Piper of Tucson And more! Scroll back up and click the BUY NOW button at the top right side of this page for an immediate download!
A Novel
American Monsters Volume Five
The Serial Killer Coloring Book
Tell Me Your Secret
The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers: Volume One, A–D
Official Gazette of the United States Patent Office
Murderers and Serial Killers

The new best selling Serial Killers book is now viable in paperback format!Today only, get this bestseller for only 8.97! Normal price: $11.97. Read on your PC, Mac, smart phone, tablet or Kindle device. For hundreds of years we have had both a disgust with and a fascination for serial
killers. There is something about the way their minds work that captivates our own minds, and causes us to want to know more about them. Why do they do the things that they do? What causes them to turn into the serial killers that we come to fear? Why do they choose to prey upon
society as they do, and what causes them to choose the victims that they choose?There is so much to study and so much to learn when it comes to these grotesque figures and the murders they committed. From the internal workings of their minds to what set them off, it is hard to limit
the study of serial killers to just one topic. In this book, we are going to study the worst of the worst. Ranging from the real killings of Edmund Kemper and Ted Bundy to the fictional but just as disturbing acts of Hannibal Lector, this book is going to give you a glimpse into the mind of
serial killers as a whole. Study the killings of 12 major serial killers in history Learn why serial killers do what they do Discover the common thread that ties all serial killers together Catch a glimpse of the struggle authorities battled trying to catch them And more! Download your copy
today!Download this book for only $8.97 (limited time promotion).Scroll to the top and press the Buy Now with 1-Click button
The first volume featuring the most infamous killers throughout history—from Afghanistan’s Abdullah Shah to Kazakh cannibal Nikolai Dzhumagaliev. The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is the most comprehensive set of its kind in the history of true crime publishing. Written and
compiled by Susan Hall, the four-volume set has more than 1600 entries of male and female serial killers from around the world. Defined by the FBI as a person who murders three or more people over a period of time with a hiatus of weeks or months between murders, serial killers have
walked among us from the dawn of time as these books will demonstrate. While the entries to these volumes will continue to grow—the FBI estimates that there are at least fifty serial killers operating in the United States at any given time—The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers is as
complete as possible through the end of 2017. The set begins with Volume One, Letters A–D. The entries include Ted Bundy, the Candyman Dean Corll, Angel of Death killer Donald Harvey, the ABC Killer, and the Bodies in the Barrels Murders. You will find these killers and approximately
five-hundred others in this first book in the series of The World Encyclopedia of Serial Killers.
⭐⭐⭐⭐⭐ Prash Ganendran is an engaging writer and superb researcher who specialises in telling the stories of both victim and killer, and unearthing cases that would otherwise remain buried in the vaults of true crime" - Goodreads Reviewer This collection of 12 shocking true crime cases is
far stranger than any fiction. From poisonings to cannibalism, from violent gangs to political conspiracies, Murder Casebook Volume 1 takes the reader on a journey through some of the most sensational cases in recent history. Covering murders from the US, UK, Canada, Australia, and
India, this book explores some of humanity's darkest moments. How did a pair of glasses lead to a young man's death? What was so surprising about one serial killer's appearance that triggered an ethical debate in court? How did a series of decisions lead unswervingly to the
convergence of two lives; one becoming a killer, the other a victim? This book is sometimes horrifying, sometimes emotional, but always informative and thought-provoking as Prash Ganendran adeptly leads the reader through 12 truly unforgettable true crime cases. Convergence Canada's most horrifying murder case The Last Stop - A journey to a London job interview ends in tragedy The Final Performance - What was so strange about an actor's untimely death? The Monster Behind the Counter - The brutal murder of a teenager in a quiet Scottish town Death at
36,000 feet - Exploring America's first suicide bomber Blood is thicker than water - A murderous rampage through the Arizona desert The Clerk who turned to Butchery - A young girl goes missing in a tranquil English village Cold feet and Headfirst - Will a series of bizarre messages lead
the police to a coldblooded killer? A Change of Circumstances - Uncovering a serial killer's unusual disguise... The Poisoned Pince-Nez - One of the most diabolical schemes in true crime history Betsy's Unfinished Story - A brazen killer moves amongst the claustrophobic stacks of this
notorious library The Killer who was meant to Care - He committed mass murder, then calmly appeared on TV
The Encyclopaedia of Serial Killers, Second Edition provides accurate information on hundreds of serial murder cases - from early history to the present. Written in a non-sensational manner, this authoritative encyclopaedia debunks many of the myths surrounding this most notorious of
criminal activities. New major serial killers have come to light since the first edition was published, and many older cases have been solved (such as the Green River Killer) or further investigated (like Jack the Ripper and the Zodiac Killer). Completely updated entries and appendixes pair
with more than 30 new photographs and many new entries to make this new edition more fascinating than ever. New and updated entries include: Axe Man of New Orleans; BTK Strangler; Jack the Ripper; Cuidad Juarez, Mexico; John Allen Muhammad and Lee Boyd Malvo, the Sniper
Killers; Gary Leon Ridgway, the Green River Killer; and Harold Frederick Shipman.
6 Horrific Serial Killers' True Crime Stories
The Top 12 Most Evil Serial Killers to Ever Live and the True Stories of Their Crimes
The Big Book of Serial Killers
the absolutely gripping page-turner from the bestselling author
Twelve Days of Murder
True Stories of 20 Killers and Their 1000 Victims
Serial Killers Volume 1
The Shocking True Crime Stories of the 12 Worst Serial Killers in American History David Berkowitz: Known as the "Son of Sam," Berkowitz was a deeply disturbed young man who prowled the streets of New York dispensing death with his .44 caliber revolver. William Bonin: One of a trio of deadly psychopaths who trawled the freeways of Southern California during the
late 70's and early 80's. Bonin was a depraved child killer who abducted, raped and tortured more than 20 teenaged boys. The Boston Strangler: Albert De Salvo took the fall but most experts agree that he was not the Strangler. So who was the real killer? And how did he get away with the series of brutal murders that so terrified the citizens of Boston? Ted Bundy:
Charming, intelligent and lethal, Bundy is America's most notorious serial killer, a deadly fiend who cut a swathe of destruction across the country, raping, killing and committing necrophilia on his young victims. Dean Corll: Along with two willing teenaged accomplices, Corll orchestrated what was at the time the biggest murder spree in American history, raping
torturing and killing at least 25 young boys. Jeffrey Dahmer: Hideously depraved killer who preyed on young homosexual men in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, cannibalizing them and conducting bizarre experiments on their bodies. Albert Fish: He looked like a frail old man, but Albert Fish was actually a psychotic child killer and torturer, with a taste for human flesh. John
Wayne Gacy: Cold-hearted killer who raped, tortured and strangled at least 33 young men, burying their bodies in the crawlspace of his Chicago house. Randy Kraft: The least well known of California's three "Freeway Killers." And yet Kraft was both the most prolific and the most depraved, responsible for the torture killings of as many as 67 young men. Dennis Rader:
Known as the "BTK Killer" (after his M.O.: Bind, Torture, Kill) Radar held the citizens of Wichita, Kansas in a state of fear for over 30 years, during which time he claimed 10 known victims. Richard Ramirez: A satanic burglar who went by the terrifying sobriquet, "The Night Stalker," Ramirez raped, battered, shot and stabbed his victims during a bloody reign of terror in
1980's Los Angeles. Gary Ridgeway: As the horrific "Green River Killer," Ridgeway engaged the Washington police in a deadly game of cat and mouse, claiming more that 60 victims over two decades. Scroll up to grab a copy of The Deadly Dozen: America's 12 Worst Serial Killers
NATIONAL BESTSELLER “Defiantly populated with living women . . . beautifully drawn, dense with detail and specificity . . . Notes on an Execution is nuanced, ambitious and compelling.” —Katie Kitamura, NEW YORK TIMES BOOK REVIEW (Editors' Choice) "A searing portrait of the complicated women caught in the orbit of a serial killer. . . . Compassionate and
thought-provoking." –BRIT BENNETT, #1 New York Times bestselling author of The Vanishing Half Recommended by New York Times Book Review • Los Angeles Times • Washington Post • Entertainment Weekly • Esquire • Good Housekeeping • USA Today • Buzzfeed • Goodreads • Real Simple • Marie Claire • Rolling Stone • Business Insider • Bustle • PopSugar • The
Millions • The Guardian • and many more! In the tradition of Long Bright River and The Mars Room, a gripping and atmospheric work of literary suspense that deconstructs the story of a serial killer on death row, told primarily through the eyes of the women in his life—from the bestselling author of Girl in Snow. Ansel Packer is scheduled to die in twelve hours. He
knows what he’s done, and now awaits execution, the same chilling fate he forced on those girls, years ago. But Ansel doesn’t want to die; he wants to be celebrated, understood. Through a kaleidoscope of women—a mother, a sister, a homicide detective—we learn the story of Ansel’s life. We meet his mother, Lavender, a seventeen-year-old girl pushed to desperation;
Hazel, twin sister to Ansel’s wife, inseparable since birth, forced to watch helplessly as her sister’s relationship threatens to devour them all; and finally, Saffy, the detective hot on his trail, who has devoted herself to bringing bad men to justice but struggles to see her own life clearly. As the clock ticks down, these three women sift through the choices that culminate in
tragedy, exploring the rippling fissures that such destruction inevitably leaves in its wake. Blending breathtaking suspense with astonishing empathy, Notes on an Execution presents a chilling portrait of womanhood as it simultaneously unravels the familiar narrative of the American serial killer, interrogating our system of justice and our cultural obsession with crime
stories, asking readers to consider the false promise of looking for meaning in the psyches of violent men. "Poetic and mesmerizing . . . Powerful, important, intensely human, and filled with a unique examination of tragedy, one where the reader is left with a curious emotion: hope." —USA TODAY “A profound and staggering experience of empathy that challenges us to
confront what it means to be human in our darkest moments. . . . I relished every page of this brilliant and gripping masterpiece."—ASHLEY AUDRAIN, New York Times bestselling author of The Push
VRONSKY/FEMALE SERIAL KILLERS
Twelve chilling true crime stories from the best-selling author Ryan Green Incredible value! Bumper collection of 12 serial killer books with hundreds of 5* Amazon reviews This Ultimate True Crime Case Collection contains disturbing accounts of some of the most brutal and bizarre true crime stories in history. Green's riveting narratives draw the reader into the real-live
horror experienced by the victims with all the elements of a classic thriller. PLEASE NOTE: books 1 to 4 in this series are written in the traditional true crime style. Books 5 to 12 are told through the eyes of the killer. Killer Perspective Obeying Evil: The Mockingbird Hill Massacre Through the Eyes of a Killer The Truro Murders: The Sex Killing Spree Through the Eyes of
an Accomplice Sinclair: The World's End Murders Through the Eyes of a Killer You Think You Know Me: The True Story of Herb Baumeister and the Horror at Fox Hollow Farm Torture Mom: A Chilling True Story of Confinement, Mutilation and Murder Man-Eater: The Terrifying True Story of Cannibal Killer Katherine Knight Trust Me: The True Story of Confession Killer
Henry Lee Lucas Black Widow: The True Story of Giggling Granny Nannie Doss Traditional True Crime Harold Shipman: The True Story of Britain's Most Notorious Serial Killer Colombian Killers: The True Stories of the Three Most Prolific Serial Killers on Earth Fred & Rose West: Britain's Most Infamous Killer Couple The Kurim Case: A Terrifying True Story of Child
Abuse, Cults & Cannibalism CAUTION: This book contains descriptive accounts of abuse and violence. If you are especially sensitive to this material, it might be advisable not to read any further
Serial Killer Trivia
Doctor Know's Guide To Serial Killers: The Best Of The Worst
The Alienist (TNT Tie-in Edition)
American Serial Killers
The Devil's Dozen
Profiles of Depraved Flesh-Eating Murderers
Profiles of the World's Most Barbaric Criminals
Even the world's most depraved murderers were once only known as somebody's neighbor or someone's son. What turned these people into killers? And why is everyone so fascinated with them? In one chilling chapter after another, this book profiles a terrifying succession of homocidal maniacs. It takes readers inside the minds of the people who committed the world's most notorious and
horrendous crimes. Are they inhuman beasts beyond compassion, or human beings just like us who simply crossed a line and could not find a way back? Each story stands alone as a frightening tale. Drawn together in this one volume, Serial Killers and Mass Murderers present a fascinating investigation of the dark side.
Female Serial Killers
An Adult Coloring Book Full of Famous Serial Killers
The Butterfly Garden
Serial Killers & Mass Murderers
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